Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
12. Moses Gifts Me with a Surprise Visit
With My Deceased Parents
Beloved Moses and “Marrianna”
Beloved Moses, Please come sit with me and share what I need to
hear this day.
“Greetings my Child, again we get to Blend our Energies at a deeper
level. I ask you to notice how your thinking is changing. Your desires
have surfaced and your Focus and Intent are grounded into Becoming
Totally aware of Higher Wisdom, have they not? Your time with Katie
Dove (858-354-7574) today will serve you well to clear, connect, integrate
and ground your desires of clearing all your blocks and entanglements
with the third Dimensional Illusion. And so you can move even further
into your New Human Template. Know I will be with you as always and
your Medical team and Guides are aware and willing to be of assistance.
Know your friend that you call “Ila” has made her transition into the Light
and is at Peace and Pain Free, Worry Not!”
Moses takes hold of my Arm for our journey this day. I am filled
with His Loving, Gentle and Warm Bliss that I’ve gotten so eager to Feel
every morning. The deep Peace and Fearless Relaxing is good for my Soul.
I Feel Moses Sweetness enter my Mind and I See His Loving Smile as I
wonder where we might go this day. I can Feel the Cool Wind blow past
us as we glide through outer space. The smell in the air is new to me and
as I wonder what it could be…..
I Feel Moses say, “You will See my Child.”
I Love how we can read each other’s mind without speaking.
With that thought Moses Shares, “That it won’t be long before the
Multitudes will be able to do that, for in the fifth Dimension and Higher
that is how it is. When we move out of the third Dimension that is how
we will be able to communicate with one another.”

I See the Crystal Temples in the distance, the Sky is Pink, Yellow and
Blue that sparkles and there is Joy and Happiness I can feel throughout
my Body.
I Know Moses is going to take me to the Hall of Records. I can Smell
the Spicy Wonderful Tobacco Pipe my Daddy used to smoke filling my
senses. I wonder if it might be my Daddy or maybe Malachi that Moses is
taking me to See.
I am just entering the Hall of Records. It looks like a den or reading
area. There are Crystal lamps, tables, comfortable over-stuffed chairs,
Fresh Flowers that fill the room with sweetness and the smell of Hickory
Spice Pipe smoke is in the air. I do not See anyone but I know Someone
else is in the room. Moses invites me to sit at the round table by some
windows. As I sit down I can see two fields of energy sitting at the table.
I Feel Unconditional Love pouring into me and I Know the Energy is
Family.
Moses asks me to take another deep breath and Worry Not, for
Some Loved Ones wish to Download some of your History into your
Crystal Bed in the Back of your Head that will allow you to Remember
your Higher Past and your Growth History. Moses says, “They have
requested this opportunity to be with you and it was granted based on
your Pure Intent to move forward.”
I begin to Smell roses and I know Mother Mary and Isis have entered
the room. I Feel what I recognize as Malachi’s energy and my Guides are
all familiar to me except the two Energies sitting with Moses and I at the
Table. I Feel my Body Essence become warmer and a deep calm passes
over me. I fall into a deeper relaxed state and as I do the mist begins to
become thinner and I can See my birth Father and Mother sitting across
from Moses and me. Happy excitement fills my Body and I know my
parents are going to Download memories I don’t remember about my
past. My Mother died from Tuberculosis when I was six years old and she
had been placed in a sanitarium since I was two months old. Tears of Joy
and Love pour down all our faces. Tears of Joy! My Dad’s Love for both
my Brother Bob and I was unending.
I received this message from my parents, “We are so very proud of
you and honor you for never giving up even when you felt you could not

go on. You listened to us and your Guides and learned the importance of
asking for help. Just like you did this morning when the alarm clock went
off and you asked Moses to help you get up so you could meditate
because you missed yesterday.
As you thought the words, were you not surprised when your sweet cat
Misty came right over to you and tapped your face and arm to wake you
up. Know all your thoughts are things that manifest. Know we assist you
in every way we can. Know most parents and family assist the ones still
in the University of Earth. You are nearing graduation or this close
encounter would not have been allowed in this fashion. Know again you
have cut a pathway for others so they too can connect directly with Loved
Ones who have passed. Know this would only happen if it would be
accepted and appreciated by one and all. You would have to Be of Higher
Vibrational Levels for this to be allowed to Happen.”
I feel so thankful! My Mother connects with me. Our energies make
a direct connection. I Feel my Head pulsing and I know She is
Downloading all that I have ever wondered about her, such as, the way
she had to leave and wasn’t it hard for her? So many packets of Light
Energy are being Downloaded. I Know I will become aware of them as I
absorb and allow them to penetrate my Beingness. I Know she is almost
through when I Feel my Daddy doing the same thing. I Feel overflowing
with Love and Wisdom and I can Feel Moses assisting by removing a Block
I didn’t know about. As He does this, I expand and He Downloads Sacred
Wisdom until I am now overflowing with it all.
I really know we are through as I start to say……I Feel myself expand
again and all I have been given fills my expansion to a place that is just
right. I am Merged with Both my Mother and Father and I Thank them for
their Love and Gifts of Wisdom. I receive Healing from all in attendance
who held the Vibrational Fields so that I could be open to receive these
Gifts and not simply slip into my Emotional Body. I am Thankful! Moses I
am so Grateful for your Presence in my Life and for all who are walking
my pathway Home with me! I Know if this is happening to me it will
happen to all who ask. It may come in the Dream State or Inner
Connection like Day Dreams. I am so Thankful that I can open the
Gateway for others.

Now I know what Malachi meant when He told me, you can help the
multitudes from your living room.
“Peace Be With You this day. We shall be with you when you visit
Katie Dove today.”
As we returned Moses shared, “All has been Downloaded into your
Crystal Bed in the Back of your Head and Into the Iron Core Crystal Grid so
Humanity can have access if they so choose.”
“I am Moses your Beloved Guide.”
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